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Olah!
Designer Daniel Olah creates exquisite
classic English-inspired homes with modern
twists, accents and elements.

T

oday’s homeowners desire the best of both worlds, enhancing the
traditional architecture while incorporating new upscale components.
Soaring ceilings, spacious bathrooms, open concept kitchens with islands,
and other luxurious appointments – from authentic stone fireplaces to
stunning surfaces throughout – give Olah’s dream homes the ultimate flow
for today’s lifestyles. Exterior elements, including outdoor kitchens, fire pits
and gorgeous hardscapes, are also highly coveted “new-age” inclusions. Can you accomplish
all of these modern bells and whistles while maintaining centuries-old architectural integrity?
“Absolutely,” says Olah, and the proof is in the pictures. Working closely with homeowners
and an incredible team of collaborating design specialists, Olah creates each home with
brushstrokes of details with the goal of a seamless environment coming to life.
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This may be our favorite kitchen ever with its bold and eclectic
design that combines three contrasting wood elements. Crisp
white walls contrast the dark cherry cabinetry with Carpathian
elm inlays. The rustic ceiling of reclaimed barnwood adds
texture and interest. A cream herringbone backsplash adorns
the seven-burner range. The gorgeous space is finished with
luxurious quartz countertops with a double ogee edge.

KITCHEN DESIGNER: NATALIA MAKAROVA OF KARPATY, LLC
INTERIOR DESIGNER: TISH MILLS

Daniel Olah,
AIBD
Olah Design
Group began
as a passion in
the heart of a
creative young
professional.
Now, with
almost 30
years of
experience,
Dan Olah
is principal
designer of his
own residential
design firm in
Marietta.

A double-sided fireplace is crowned with a
stunning hand-carved limestone mantle.

“The variety of materials used
work so well together because of
the planning that went into the
scale of rooms and structure.”

Mahogany doors with pre-cast
limestone casings are symmetrically
placed across from the gentle
arches opening to the back lawn
allowing for maximum natural light
and beauty. Dining alfresco under
the cedar porch ceiling is the
perfect setting for all seasons.

Beautiful bluestone floors contrast
the white V-groove ceiling, adding
dimension and texture against a wall of
weathered brick in the outdoor kitchen.

KITCHEN AND INTERIOR DESIGNER:
MELINDA HEIDT OF M DIMENSION

THE
BUTLER’S
PANTRY
“A place for
everything
and
everything
in its place.”
This functional
pantry sets the
stage for beautiful
party prep with
dark quartz
countertops, glossy
glass backsplash,
plentiful wine
storage and
diamond glasspaneled cabinets
complete with inset
lights.

This kitchen has so many things to love, from the
gray crackle-glazed lantern tile backsplash to
the contrasting white and gray kitchen cabinetry
crowned by gorgeous marble countertops. Dark
cedar beams visually separate the kitchen from
the living room while maintaining an open flow.

The central focus of the living room is the fireplace
with a limestone mantle flanked by recessed custom
painted built-ins. The diamond glass cabinet doors
bring sophistication and modern elegance to this
artfully appointed space.

Spa-like
Serenity
This luxurious
guest bath
features a
frameless glass
shower enclosure
with a mosaic
pebblestone
floor. The floorto-soaring-ceiling
faux marble
porcelain tile
makes this
suite designed
to dazzle. The
round deco
mirror evokes
Hollywood
glamour.
INTERIOR DESIGNER:
MELINDA HEIDT OF
M DIMENSION
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Conversations spill outside in this art-inspired
living room overlooking the back lawn. A peek
inside showcases the elegance of this home.

Warm up on chilly
nights next to this
solid limestone
fireplace in the
master suite
sitting room.
Custom recessed
bookshelves
hold treasured
collections while
the tongue-andgroove ceiling
adds architectural
interest above.

